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In this paper we study the e®ects of transaction costs on asset prices. We
assume an overlapping generations economy with two riskless assets. The ¯rst
asset is liquid while the second asset carries proportional transaction costs. We
show that agents buy the liquid asset for short-term investment and the illiquid
asset for long-term investment. When transaction costs increase, the price of
the liquid asset increases. The price of the illiquid asset decreases if the asset
is in small supply, but may increase if the supply is large. These results have
implications for the e®ects of transaction taxes and commission deregulation.
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Asset Management.1 Introduction
Transaction costs such as bid-ask spreads, brokerage commissions, exchange fees, and
transaction taxes, are important in many ¯nancial markets.1 Considerable attention
has focused on their impact on asset prices and subsequent investment decisions. For
instance, how would a transaction tax, such as the one that has been proposed for
the US, a®ect asset prices?2 How would information technology and ¯nancial market
deregulation, both of which reduce transaction costs, a®ect asset prices?3
Although transaction costs are mentioned in many asset pricing debates, they are
generally absent from asset pricing models. Starting with Constantinides (1986), some
papers study the optimal policy of an agent who invests in a riskless, liquid asset, and
a risky, illiquid asset.4 These papers treat asset prices as exogenous. Amihud and
Mendelson (1986), Aiyagari and Gertler (1991), Huang (1998), and Vayanos (1998)
endogenize asset prices, assuming a riskless, liquid asset, and one or more illiquid
assets.5 However, these papers treat the price of the liquid asset as exogenous, and
only determine the price of the illiquid asset relative to the liquid asset. Heaton
and Lucas (1996) assume a riskless, liquid asset, and a risky, illiquid asset. They
endogenize the prices of both assets, but have to resort to numerical methods.
In this paper we develop a general equilibrium model with transaction costs. We
assume an overlapping generations economy with two riskless assets and a num¶ eraire
consumption good. The ¯rst asset is liquid while the second asset carries proportional
transaction costs. Agents receive labor income and trade the assets for life-cycle pur-
poses. In contrast to other equilibrium models with transaction costs, we endogenize
the prices of both the liquid and the illiquid asset. Moreover, our model is very sim-
ple and tractable. Our assumptions of riskless assets and life-cycle trading, which are
made for tractability, are admittedly special. At the same time, our assumptions on
agents' preferences and labor income streams are very general. The only restriction
that we impose, is that without transaction costs there exists an equilibrium where
agents' wealth is increasing and then decreasing with age.
We show that with transaction costs, agents ¯rst buy the illiquid asset, next buy
the liquid asset, then sell the liquid asset, and ¯nally sell the illiquid asset. For a
short holding period transaction costs are important and the liquid asset is the better
1investment, despite being more expensive than the illiquid asset. For a long period
transaction costs are less important and the illiquid asset is the better investment.
As in Amihud and Mendelson (1986), each asset has its own clientele.
When the costs of trading the illiquid asset increase, the price of the liquid asset
increases. The price of the illiquid asset changes because of two e®ects that work in
opposite directions. The ¯rst e®ect is that the price of the illiquid asset decreases
relative to the price of the liquid asset. The second e®ect is that the price of the liquid
asset increases. If the supply of the illiquid asset is small relative to the supply of
the liquid asset, the second e®ect is weak and the price of the illiquid asset decreases.
However, if the supply is large, the second e®ect is stronger and, surprisingly, the
price of the illiquid asset may increase. Even when it decreases, it generally changes
less than the price of the liquid asset.
Our results imply that a change in transaction costs for a signi¯cant fraction of
assets may have a stronger e®ect on the remaining assets rather than on those subject
to the change. Therefore a \partial equilibrium" analysis that assumes that the price
of the remaining assets stays constant, will be incorrect. As a practical application,
consider a transaction tax on most ¯nancial securities. We show that the tax increases
the price of the non-taxed securities by as much as it decreases the price of the taxed
ones. Therefore an analysis that erroneously assumes that the price of the non-taxed
securities stays constant in spite of the tax, will overestimate the e®ect of the tax by
100%.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we present the model.
In section 3 we state the agents' optimization problem, and the market-clearing con-
ditions. In section 4 we study the benchmark case of zero transaction costs. In
section 5 we consider the case of nonzero transaction costs. We ¯rst study the agents'
optimization problem and construct an equilibrium. We then study the e®ects of
transaction costs on asset prices and prove our main results. Section 6 concludes, and
all proofs are in the Appendix.
22 The Model
We consider a continuous time overlapping generations economy. Time, t, goes from
¡1 to 1. There is a continuum of agents. Each agent lives for an interval of
length T. Between times t and t + dt, dt=T agents are born and dt=T die. The total
population is thus 1.
2.1 Financial Structure
Agents can invest in two ¯nancial assets. Both assets pay dividends at a constant
rate D. The ¯rst asset is liquid and does not carry transaction costs, while the second
asset is illiquid. The total number of shares (i.e. the total supply) of the two assets
is normalized to 1. The supply of the liquid asset is 1 ¡ k (0 < k < 1), its price is
p, and its rate of return is r = D=p. Similarly, the price of the illiquid asset is P
and its rate of return is R = D=P. The illiquid asset carries transaction costs that
are proportional to the value traded, i.e. the costs of buying or selling x shares of
the illiquid asset are ²xP, with ² ¸ 0. We assume that transaction costs are \real",
i.e. transactions consume resources. In section 5.3.4 we examine the case where
transaction costs are due to taxes that are distributed back to the agents. Finally,
to capture the fact that short-sale costs are much higher than transaction costs,6 we
assume that the assets cannot be sold short.
An agent of age t holds xt and Xt shares of the liquid and illiquid assets, respec-
tively. His \liquid wealth", i.e. the dollar value of the shares of the liquid asset, is
at = pxt, his \illiquid wealth" is At = PXt, and his total wealth is wt = at + At. His
dollar investment in the liquid asset is it = p(dxt=dt), and his dollar investment in
the illiquid asset is It = P(dXt=dt).
Note that we are assuming that asset prices are constant, and are thus focusing
on stationary equilibria. This assumption is not without loss of generality. It is well-
known7 that overlapping generations models may have bubbles (such as money) and
multiple equilibria (such as cycles and sunspots). The presence of long-lived assets
rules out bubbles but not multiple equilibria.
32.2 Preferences and Endowments
Agents derive utility from lifetime consumption of a consumption good. An agent of



















Agents are born with zero ¯nancial wealth and receive labor income over their life-
times. An agent of age t receives labor income at a rate yt, where yt ¸ 0 is a C1
function of t.
43 Optimization and Market-Clearing
In this section we state the agents' optimization problem, and the market-clearing
conditions.
3.1 The Optimization Problem






subject to (it;It) piecewise continuous,
dat
dt
= it; a0 = 0; (3.1)
dAt
dt
= It; A0 = 0; (3.2)
ct = rat + RAt + yt ¡ it ¡ It ¡ ²jItj; (3.3)
and the short-sale constraints, at ¸ 0 and At ¸ 0. Equation 3.3 states that con-
sumption, ct, is dividend income, rat + RAt = D(xt + Xt), plus labor income, yt,
minus investment in the liquid and illiquid assets, it and It, minus transaction costs,
²jItj = ²PjdXt=dtj. We call feasible a control (it;It) that satis¯es all the constraints.
3.2 The Market-Clearing Conditions
The market-clearing condition for the liquid asset is that the total number of shares
that agents hold at a given time is equal to the asset's supply, 1¡k. To compute the
total number of shares, we note that there are dt=T agents with age between t and






= (1 ¡ k): (3.4)










5Equation 3.5 states that the total liquid wealth at a given time is equal to the market











An equilibrium consists of a quadruplet of rates of return and investments, (r;R;it;It),
such that (i) it and It solve (P) for r and R, and (ii) r, R, and the liquid and illiq-
uid wealth, at and At, de¯ned by equations 3.1 and 3.2, satisfy the market-clearing
conditions 3.5 and 3.6.
64 Equilibrium Without Transaction Costs
In this section we study the benchmark case of zero transaction costs (² = 0). The
liquid and illiquid assets are then identical and r = R. For simplicity, we make a
\life-cycle" (LC) assumption, and ensure existence of an equilibrium where agents'
total wealth, wt, is (strictly) increasing and then decreasing with age. To motivate the
formal statement of our (LC) assumption, we study the agents' optimization problem
and the market-clearing conditions. An agent cares only about his total wealth,
wt = at + At, and chooses total investment, it + It, or equivalently consumption, ct.









= rwt + yt ¡ ct; w0 = 0; (4.1)
and the short-sale constraint, wt ¸ 0. According to our (LC) assumption, optimal
consumption is such that wealth is increasing and then decreasing. Therefore, the





¡rt ) ct = v(¸e
¡rt;t); (4.2)





¡rtdt = 0: (4.3)
Since the assets are identical, there is only one market-clearing condition. Total










Our assumption thus is
Life-Cycle (LC) Assumption There exists r¤ such that if we de¯ne c¤
t, ¸¤,
and w¤
t by equations 4.2, 4.3, and 4.1 respectively, then the following are true. First,









< 0 forall t 2 (¿
¤;T]: (4.5)
7Second, the market-clearing condition 4.4 holds.
Assumption (LC) is a joint assumption on the felicity function, u(c;t), the labor
income, yt, and the dividend, D. In proposition 4.1 we show that assumption (LC) is
satis¯ed when there is exponential discounting (u(c;t) = u(c)e¡¯t), labor income, yt,
is decreasing, and ¯nancial wealth is large relative to labor income. The proposition
is proven in appendix A.














To prove proposition 4.1, we ¯rst show that wealth is increasing and then decreas-
ing, if savings, de¯ned as the di®erence between labor income and consumption, are
decreasing. Since labor income is decreasing, savings are decreasing if consumption is
increasing. Using exponential discounting, and denoting the inverse of u0(c) by v(q),
we can write equation 4.2 as
ct = v(¸e
(¯¡r)t): (4.7)
Consumption is thus increasing if r > ¯. Equation 4.6 restricts ¯nancial wealth to
be large, and ensures that in equilibrium r > ¯. Note that when labor income is
constant, equation 4.6 becomes D > 0, and is always satis¯ed.
When ¯nancial wealth is small, r may be smaller than ¯, and savings may not
be decreasing. Assumption (LC) may or may not be satis¯ed. In proposition 4.2 we
show that assumption (LC) is satis¯ed for any ¯nancial wealth, when u(c) exhibits
constant elasticity of substitution (u(c) = c1¡A=(1 ¡ A), A ¸ 0),8 and labor income
declines exponentially (yt = ye¡±t, ± ¸ 0). We also present a numerical example where
assumption (LC) is not satis¯ed. In this example ¯nancial wealth is small, u(c) =
log(c), and labor income declines linearly. Proposition 4.2 is proven in appendix A.
Proposition 4.2 Assumption (LC) is satis¯ed when u(c;t) = c1¡A=(1¡A)e¡¯t, A ¸
0, and yt = ye¡±t, ± ¸ 0. Assumption (LC) is not satis¯ed when T = 50, u(c;t) =
log(c)e¡¯t, ¯ = 0:04, yt = y(1 ¡ t=T), and D=y = 0:005.
85 Equilibrium With Transaction Costs
In this section we study the case of nonzero transaction costs (² > 0). We ¯rst study
the agents' optimization problem and derive optimality conditions, i.e. su±cient
conditions for a control (it;It) to be optimal. We then use these conditions, together
with the market-clearing conditions, to construct an equilibrium for small transaction
costs. We ¯nally study the e®ects of transaction costs on asset prices and prove our
main results.
5.1 Optimality Conditions
We study the optimization problem, (P), for rates of return r and R such that R > r.
We ¯rst derive the optimality conditions intuitively, and then show that they indeed
imply that the control (it;It) solves (P). We de¯ne ¹ and m by ¹ = R ¡ r and
m = ¹=². ¹ is the liquidity premium and m is the liquidity premium per unit of
transaction costs.
The optimal investment depends on the holding period. For a short period trans-
action costs are important, and the liquid asset is the better investment despite its
lower rate of return. For a long period transaction costs are less important and the
illiquid asset is the better investment. Therefore an agent buys the illiquid asset until
an age ¿1, next buys the liquid asset, then sells the liquid asset until an age ¿1 + ¢,
and ¯nally sells the illiquid asset. The optimal control (it;It) is such that
it = 0 for all t 2 [0;¿1) [ [¿1 + ¢;T]; (5.1)
and
It > 0 for all t 2 [0;¿1); It = 0 for all t 2 [¿1;¿1+¢); It < 0 for all t 2 [¿1+¢;T]:
(5.2)
The agent buys his last share of the illiquid asset at age ¿1 and sells it at age ¿1 +¢.
The minimum holding period of the illiquid asset is thus ¢. To compute ¢, we note
that at age ¿1 the agent is indi®erent between the liquid and the illiquid asset. More
precisely, he is indi®erent between two investments. The ¯rst investment is to buy
one share of the illiquid asset and sell it at ¿1 + ¢. The cost of this investment is
9(1+²)P, and the cash °ows are the dividend, D, between ¿1 and ¿1+¢, and the price
net of transaction costs, (1¡²)P, at ¿1 +¢. The second investment is an investment
in the liquid asset that generates the same cash °ows as the ¯rst investment. The
cost of this investment is the present value of the cash °ows. Therefore




¡r(t¡¿1)dt + (1 ¡ ²)Pe
¡r¢: (5.3)
Dividing by P and using the de¯nition of m, we get
m = r
1 + e¡r¢
1 ¡ e¡r¢: (5.4)
Equation 5.4 shows that ¢ is decreasing in m, i.e. is decreasing in the liquidity
premium, ¹, and increasing in transaction costs, ². We should note that at age
¿0
1 < ¿1 the illiquid asset is a strictly better investment than the liquid asset. Indeed,
the holding period is ¢0 > ¢ and the RHS of equation 5.3 is strictly greater than the
LHS. The opposite is true at age ¿0
1 > ¿1.




¡½(t) ) ct = v(¸e
¡½(t);t): (5.5)
Equation 5.5 is analogous to equation 4.2 in the no transaction costs case. The
Lagrange multiplier, ¸, determines the level of ct, and the discount rate, ½(t), its





The function r(t) is the rate of return relevant for age t, and is given by
r(t) = RB ´
R
1 + ²
for all t 2 [0;¿1); r(t) = r for all t 2 [¿1;¿1 + ¢);
r(t) = RS ´
R
1 ¡ ²
for all t 2 [¿1 + ¢;T]: (5.7)
In the no transaction costs case, ½(t) = rt and r(t) = r. With transaction costs, r is
the relevant rate of return only for t 2 [¿1;¿1 +¢), i.e. when the agent invests in the
liquid asset. For t 2 [0;¿1) the relevant rate of return is RB. Indeed, suppose that
the agent decides to postpone consumption of one dollar from age t to t+dt. He then
buys 1=((1+²)P) shares of the illiquid asset at age t rather than at t+dt, and receives
10a cash °ow of Ddt=((1+²)P) = RBdt. Similarly, for t 2 [¿1 +¢;T] the relevant rate
of return is RS. Indeed, now the agent sells 1=((1 ¡ ²)P) shares of the illiquid asset
at age t + dt rather than at t, and receives a cash °ow of Ddt=((1 ¡ ²)P) = RSdt.
Our optimality conditions will be 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5, and the conditions that the
agent has zero liquid and illiquid wealth at age T. In proposition 5.1 we show that
these conditions imply that the control (it;It) solves (P). Proposition 5.1 is proven
in appendix B.
Proposition 5.1 Consider a feasible control (it;It). If conditions 5.1, 5.2, 5.4, 5.5,
and aT = AT = 0 are satis¯ed, then (it;It) solves (P).
5.2 Equilibrium Existence
In proposition 5.2 we construct an equilibrium for small transaction costs. The propo-
sition is proven in appendix C.
Proposition 5.2 For su±ciently small ² > 0, there exists an equilibrium, (r;R;it;It).
To construct the equilibrium we ¯rst determine the parameters r, m,9 ¿1, ¢, and
¸. We use equations 5.4 and aT = AT = 0 of proposition 5.1, and the market-clearing
conditions 3.5 and 3.6. We then construct the control (it;It) using equations 5.1, 5.2,
and 5.5 of proposition 5.1. More precisely, we ¯rst determine ct by equation 5.5. We
then determine it and It by the budget constraints 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, and equations






; A0 = 0: (5.8)
(Equation 5.8 follows from equations 3.2, 3.3, and the fact that It > 0.)
To show that equations 5.4, aT = AT = 0, 3.5, and 3.6 have a solution, we show
that they have a solution for ² = 0, and apply the implicit function theorem. The
solution for ² = 0 is the following. First, r = r¤ and ¸ = ¸¤, for the r¤ and ¸¤ of
assumption (LC). Next, m = m¤, where m¤ is given by equation 5.4 for r = r¤ and
¢ = ¢¤. Finally, ¿1 = ¿¤
1 and ¢ = ¢¤, where ¿¤





















= (1 ¡ k)
D
r¤: (5.10)
To motivate equations 5.9 and 5.10, suppose that agents follow the policy of investing
in the \illiquid" asset ¯rst, even when ² = 0. The liquid wealth of an agent is non-
zero only for t 2 (¿¤
1;¿¤
1 + ¢), where it is w¤
t ¡ w¤
¿¤
1. Equation 5.9 implies that at age
¿¤
1 + ¢¤ liquid wealth is zero, and that equation aT = 0 is satis¯ed. Equation 5.10
implies that the market-clearing condition for the liquid asset, 3.5, is satis¯ed. Figure
1 illustrates the determination of ¿¤
1 and ¢¤. The area under w¤
t is equal to DT=r¤
(from equation 4.4) and the shaded area is equal to (1 ¡ k)DT=r¤.
INSERT FIGURE 1 SOMEWHERE HERE
5.3 Asset Prices
In this section we study the e®ects of small transaction costs on asset prices. We
¯rst study the e®ect on the price di®erence between the two assets or, equivalently,
on the liquidity premium. We then study the e®ect on the price of each asset. We
¯nally examine the case where transaction costs are not \real" but due to taxes, and
illustrate our results with a numerical example.
5.3.1 Liquidity Premium
Equation 5.4 implies the following simple relation between the liquidity premium,
¹, (i.e. the di®erence between the rates of return on the two assets), the minimum
holding period of the illiquid asset, ¢, and the transaction costs, ²:
¹ = r
1 + e¡r¢
1 ¡ e¡r¢²: (5.11)
In section 5.1 we interpreted equation 5.11 as an optimality condition determining the
optimal ¢ as a function of ¹ and ². We can also interpret equation 5.11 as a pricing
equation, determining the equilibrium ¹ as a function of ² and the equilibrium ¢.
Using the prices, p and P, rather than the rates of return, we can rewrite equation
5.11 as
p ¡ P = P
1 + e¡r¢






12Equation 5.12 has a very simple interpretation. An agent with a holding period ¢
is indi®erent between the liquid and the illiquid asset, i.e. is the marginal investor.
For the marginal investor to buy one share of the illiquid asset, the price has to fall
by the present value of the transaction costs that he incurs, P²(1+e¡r¢). Moreover,
since he will sell this share to a new marginal investor, the price has also to fall by the
present value of the transaction costs that the new investor incurs, P²(1+e¡r¢)e¡r¢,
and so on. Equation 5.12 states that the price has to fall by the present value of the
transaction costs that a sequence of marginal investors incur. This result is consistent
with Amihud and Mendelson (1986).
To determine the liquidity premium we thus need to determine the holding period
of the marginal investor, ¢. For small transaction costs, ¢ is close to ¢¤, de¯ned in
section 5.2. Therefore
¹ = m
¤² + o(²) = r
¤1 + e¡r¤¢¤
1 ¡ e¡r¤¢¤² + o(²): (5.13)
Equations 5.9 and 5.10 imply that ¢¤ decreases in the supply of the illiquid asset, k.
Intuitively, if the illiquid asset is in greater supply, agents have to hold it for shorter
periods. Therefore, equation 5.13 implies that the liquidity premium increases in k.
5.3.2 Liquid Asset
In proposition 5.3 we show that transaction costs increase the price of the liquid asset,
i.e. decrease its rate of return. The proposition is proven in appendix D.
Proposition 5.3 For su±ciently small ² > 0, the rate of return on the liquid asset,
r, decreases in ².
A simple explanation for proposition 5.3 is that with transaction costs agents
substitute away from the illiquid asset, and towards the liquid asset whose price
increases. However this explanation is incomplete. Indeed, the price of the liquid
asset may remain unchanged and the price of illiquid asset may su±ciently decrease,
so that agents do not substitute away from either asset. To show why the price of
the liquid asset has to increase, we will show that if it remains unchanged, total asset
demand (i.e. demand for the two assets) will exceed total asset supply.
13Suppose that transaction costs increase from 0 to ² and that the rate of return
on the liquid asset remains equal to r¤. The rate of return on the illiquid asset has
to increase by approximately m¤², as we showed in section 5.3.1. Agents can still
obtain the rate of return r¤ by investing in the liquid asset. In addition, the illiquid
asset becomes a strictly better investment than the liquid asset for holding periods
longer than ¢¤, as we showed in section 5.1. Since agents face better investment
opportunities, they are more wealthy and consume more at each age t. This is the
wealth e®ect. Agents also substitute consumption over their lifetime. In order to
bene¯t from the higher rate of return on the illiquid asset, they buy more shares,
consuming less at the beginning of their lifetime and more towards the end. This is
the substitution e®ect. Both the wealth and substitution e®ects imply that agents
consume more towards the end of their lifetime. Since agents ¯nance consumption at
the end of their lifetime by selling shares, they have to buy more shares. Therefore,
total asset demand exceeds total asset supply. Note that, because of transaction costs,
the proceeds of selling shares of the illiquid asset are lower. This direct transaction
costs e®ect also increases asset demand. In appendix D we decompose the e®ect of
transaction costs into the wealth, substitution, and direct transaction costs e®ects.
5.3.3 Illiquid Asset
We now study the e®ect of transaction costs on the illiquid asset. The e®ects of
sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 work in opposite directions, i.e. transaction costs decrease
the price of the illiquid asset relative to the price of the liquid asset (section 5.3.1) but
increase the price of the liquid asset (section 5.3.2). The overall e®ect is unambiguous
if the supply of the illiquid asset is small relative to the supply of the liquid asset,
i.e. if k is small. Since transaction costs concern a small fraction of the assets, they
have a weak e®ect on the remaining assets, i.e. on the liquid asset. Therefore they
decrease the price of the illiquid asset. However, if k is large, the e®ect is ambiguous.
In order to study the e®ect of transaction costs on the illiquid asset for large
k, we proceed more directly and perform the exercise of section 5.3.2. We assume
that transaction costs increase from 0 to ² and that the the rate of return on the
illiquid asset remains equal to r¤. We then study whether asset demand increases
14or decreases. For simplicity we assume that k is very close to 1, i.e. there is no
liquid asset. Because of transaction costs, the illiquid asset becomes a less attractive
investment. Therefore agents buy fewer shares, and substitute consumption towards
the beginning of their lifetimes. However, to economize on transaction costs they sell
these shares more slowly, substituting consumption towards the end of their lifetimes
(and away from the middle). Indeed, the relevant rate of return for the interval during
which agents sell the illiquid asset is RS = r¤=(1 ¡ ²) > r¤. (Since k is very close to
1 and ² is small, this interval is approximately [¿¤;T], for the ¿¤ of section 4.) Since
agents buy more shares but hold them for longer periods, the substitution e®ect has
an ambiguous implication for asset demand. The wealth and direct transaction costs
e®ects also have an ambiguous implication in the sense that the ¯rst increases and
the second decreases asset demand. The wealth e®ect is that agents consume less at
each age t because of transaction costs. It decreases asset demand since agents have
to ¯nance lower future consumption. The direct transaction costs e®ect is that the
proceeds from selling shares are lower. It increases asset demand since agents need
to buy more shares to ¯nance a given future consumption.
Our exercise does not determine whether transaction costs increase or decrease the
price of the illiquid asset. However, it points to a case where transaction costs may in-
crease the price. Suppose that the interval during which agents sell the illiquid asset is
very long. Then the e®ect that agents sell shares more slowly may dominate the e®ect
that they buy fewer shares, i.e. the substitution e®ect may increase asset demand. In
proposition 5.4 we show that this indeed happens when u(c;t) = (c1¡A=(1¡A))e¡¯t,
A ¸ 0, and yt = ye¡±t, ± ¸ 0. The proposition is proven in appendix E.
Proposition 5.4 Suppose that u(c;t) = (c1¡A=(1 ¡ A))e¡¯t and yt = ye¡±t with
D=y < 1, ± = ^ ±=T, and ^ ± a large constant. Then if T is su±ciently large, k su±ciently
close to 1, and ² > 0 su±ciently small, the rate of return on the illiquid asset, R,
decreases in ².
In proposition 5.4 we assume that agents' lifetime, T, is long, so that the interval
during which agents sell the illiquid asset can be very long. We also assume that
± = ^ ±=T. This assumption implies that agents' labor income at a given fraction,
15f, of their lifetime, i.e. at age fT, is independent of T. It also implies that ¿ ¤=T
is approximately independent of T, i.e. agents buy and sell the illiquid asset during
constant fractions of their lifetime. In the proposition we ¯nally assume that D=y < 1,
i.e. ¯nancial wealth is small, and that ^ ± is large, i.e. labor income declines fast. These
assumptions imply that agents buy the illiquid asset only during a small fraction of
their lifetime. In appendix E we show that the substitution e®ect dominates the other
e®ects, and increases asset demand.
5.3.4 Transaction Taxes
So far we assumed that transaction costs are \real", i.e. transactions consume re-
sources. However, transaction costs are sometimes due to taxes that are distributed
back to the agents. Equation 5.12, that gives the price di®erence between the two
assets as a function of the horizon of the marginal investor, is derived from the opti-
mization problem and does not depend on the origin of transaction costs. The origin
of transaction costs matters for the e®ect on the price of each asset. If transaction
costs are due to taxes, they can a®ect asset demand also through the distribution of
taxes back to the agents. If the distribution bene¯ts more older (younger) agents, it
will decrease (increase) asset demand and decrease (increase) the price.
5.3.5 A Numerical Example
We illustrate our results with a numerical example. We assume that T = 50, u(c;t) =
log(c)e¡¯t, ¯ = 0:04, yt = ye¡±t, ± = 0:04, and ² = 3%. We also assume that
D=(
R T
0 ye¡±tdt=T) = 1=3, i.e. dividends are 1/3 of total labor income. In ¯gure 2 we
plot the rates of return on the two assets as a function of the supply of the illiquid
asset, k. The solid line represents the benchmark case where there are no transaction
costs and the two assets are identical. The lines with the short and long dashes
represent the rates of return on the liquid and the illiquid asset, respectively, with
transaction costs. Figure 2 shows that the liquidity premium increases in k, consistent
with section 5.3.1. It also shows that the rate of return on the liquid asset decreases
with transaction costs, consistent with section 5.3.2. The e®ect of transaction costs
on the rate of return on the liquid asset is stronger, the higher k is. This is intuitive
16since an increase in k is a di®erent way to increase transaction costs. In ¯gure 2 the
rate of return on the illiquid asset increases with transaction costs. This is consistent
with proposition 5.4, since ^ ± = ±=T = 0:0008, i.e. labor income does not decline very
fast.
INSERT FIGURE 2 SOMEWHERE HERE
Figure 2 shows that if k is large (larger than 0.9), an increase in transaction costs
has a stronger e®ect on the liquid asset than on the illiquid asset. In other words, an
increase in transaction costs for a signi¯cant fraction of assets, may have a stronger
e®ect on the remaining assets rather than on those subject to the change. Therefore a
\partial equilibrium" analysis that assumes that the rates of return on the remaining
assets stay constant, will be incorrect. In fact, the increase in transaction costs can
even concern a smaller fraction of assets, provided that these assets were among the
most liquid. Consider, for instance, a transaction tax on ¯nancial securities. Before
the tax the illiquid asset consists of housing and other real estate, so k is around 0.5.
After the tax the illiquid asset also includes most ¯nancial securities, and let's assume
that k is around 0.95. Before the tax the rate of return on ¯nancial securities is given
by the value of the line with the short dashes for k = 0:5. After the tax the rate of
return on the taxed (non-taxed) securities is given by the value of the line with the
long (short) dashes for k = 0:95. Figure 2 shows that the tax decreases the rate of
return on the non-taxed securities by as much as it increases the rate of return on the
taxed ones. Therefore an analysis that erroneously assumes that the rate of return
on the non-taxed securities stays constant in spite of the tax, will overestimate the
e®ect of the tax by 100%.
176 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we develop a general equilibrium model with transaction costs. We
assume an overlapping generations economy with two riskless assets. The ¯rst asset
is liquid while the second asset carries proportional transaction costs. Agents receive
labor income and trade the assets for life-cycle purposes. Their preferences and labor
income streams can be very general. We show that agents ¯rst buy the illiquid asset,
next buy the liquid asset, then sell the liquid asset, and ¯nally sell the illiquid asset.
When transaction costs increase, the price of the liquid asset increases. The price
of the illiquid asset decreases if the asset is in small supply, but may increase if the
supply is large. Our results imply that a change in transaction costs for a signi¯cant
fraction of assets may have a stronger e®ect on the remaining assets rather than on
those subject to the change. This point is important when evaluating the e®ects of a
transaction tax or of information technology and ¯nancial market deregulation.
18Appendix
A Assumption (LC)
We ¯rst prove proposition 4.1.
Proof: We ¯rst show that for r > ¯, wt is increasing and then decreasing. Con-
sider ¿ 2 (0;T) such that dwt=dtjt=¿ = 0. Di®erentiating equation 4.1 w.r.t. t at ¿,













Equation 4.7 and the fact that r > ¯, imply that dct=dt > 0. Since, in addition,
dyt=dt · 0, we have d2wt=dt2jt=¿ < 0. Therefore, dwt=dt > 0 for t smaller than and
close to ¿, and dwt=dt < 0 for t greater than and close to ¿. This means that there
exists at most one ¿ such that dwt=dtjt=¿ = 0. Moreover, dwt=dt > 0 for t < ¿ and
dwt=dt < 0 for t > ¿. Since w0 = 0 and, by the intertemporal budget constraint,
wT = 0, there exists one such ¿
We now show that there exists r¤ > ¯ such that the market-clearing condition 4.4
holds. Integrating both sides of equation 4.1 and using w0 = wT = 0, we conclude







Equation A.1 is the market-clearing condition for the consumption good. It states
that total consumption at a given time is equal to total labor income plus total
dividend. To show that there exists r¤ > ¯ such that equation A.1 is satis¯ed, we
show that the LHS is smaller than the RHS for r = ¯, and goes to 1 as r goes to
1. We then conclude by continuity.
For r = ¯, consumption is constant. The intertemporal budget constraint implies




















































i.e. that as the interest rate goes to in¯nity, the consumer achieves the maximum





for all t 2 [0;h];






r(h¡s)ds for all t 2 (h;T]:







































Letting h go to 0, we obtain equation A.3. Q.E.D.
We now prove proposition 4.2.
Proof: We ¯rst show that assumption (LC) is satis¯ed when labor income declines
exponentially. Assuming that the rate of return r is such that ± > ! ´ (¯ ¡r)=A, we
show that total wealth is increasing and then decreasing. We then show that there
exists r¤ such that the market-clearing condition 4.4 holds.










1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T e
¡!t: (A.5)

































Therefore dwt=dt has the same sign as the function
f(t) =
1 ¡ e¡(±+r)T





that we now study. Since the function x ! xe¡x=(1¡e¡x) is strictly decreasing, and
± > !, we have f(T) < 0. f0(t) has the same sign as
1 ¡ e¡(±+r)T
1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T !(! + r) ¡ ±(± + r)e
¡(±¡!)t: (A.8)
Since ± > !, expression A.8 is increasing. Therefore f0(t) is positive, or negative and
then positive, or negative. If f0(t) is positive, f(t) is increasing, and, since f(T) < 0,
f(t) is negative. Therefore wt is strictly decreasing, which is a contradiction since
w0 = 0 and wT = 0. If f0(t) is negative and then positive, f(t) is decreasing and then
increasing. Since f(t) cannot be always negative, it is positive and then negative.
Therefore, wt is increasing and then decreasing. The case where f0(t) is negative, is
identical.
Instead of using the market-clearing condition 4.4, we will use equation A.1. Using














The LHS of equation A.9 is continuous in r, and is equal to 0 for r = 0, and for r
such that ± = !. Moreover it goes to 1 as r goes to 1. (To prove this we distinguish
























The cases A = 1 and A > 1 are similar.) Therefore there exists r¤ such that equation
A.9 holds.
We ¯nally show that assumption (LC) is not satis¯ed when labor income declines








21Using equation A.10, we can write equation A.1 as
! + r
1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T











Solving equation A.11 numerically, we ¯nd that r¤ = 0:006519. Plugging back into
equation A.10 we ¯nd that c¤
0 = 1:04047y > y = y0. Therefore, dw¤
t=dtjt=0 < 0, and
assumption (LC) is not satis¯ed. Q.E.D.
22B Proof of Proposition 5.1
We ¯rst note that since condition 5.4 holds for some ¢ > 0, RB ´ R=(1+²) > r and,
as a result, RS ´ R=(1 ¡ ²) > r.
Consider a feasible control (it + ^ it;It + ^ It) which induces liquid wealth at + ^ at,
illiquid wealth At + ^ At, and consumption ct + ^ ct. We will show that it gives lower
utility than (it;It). Equation 3.3 implies that
^ ct = r^ at + R ^ At ¡^ it ¡ ^ It ¡ ²(jIt + ^ Itj ¡ jItj):
Since u(c;t) is concave in c, we get









r^ at + R ^ At ¡^ it ¡ ^ It ¡ ²(jIt + ^ Itj ¡ jItj)
´
: (B.1)
Integrating B.1 from 0 to T, we get
Z T
0
u(ct + ^ ct;t)dt ·
Z T
0














(ct;t)(R ^ At ¡ ^ It ¡ ²(jIt + ^ Itj ¡ jItj))dt:
We will show that Ki and KI are negative.
Integrating the second term of Ki by parts, and noting that ^ at =
R t






























The function r¡r(t) is non-zero only in [0;¿1][(¿1+¢;T], where it is strictly negative
since RB > r and RS > r. Moreover, at = 0 for all t 2 [0;¿1] [ [¿1 + ¢;T], since
it = 0 and a0 = aT = 0. The short-sale constraint implies then that ^ at ¸ 0 for all
t 2 [0;¿1] [ [¿1 + ¢;T]. Therefore Ki is negative.



































(ct;t)(^ It +²(jIt + ^ Itj¡jItj))dt:
Since AT = 0, the short-sale constraint implies that ^ AT ¸ 0. Since in addition ^ A0 = 0,
the term in brackets is positive, i.e. the ¯rst term is negative. To study the remaining































jIt + ^ Itj ¡ jItj ¸ ^ It for It > 0
and
jIt + ^ Itj ¡ jItj ¸ ¡^ It for It < 0;









(KB(t)^ It1f^ It¸0g + KS(t)^ It1f^ It<0g)dt; (B.2)
where 1X is the indicator function of the set X. We ¯rst prove that the terms in






(ct;t)((1 ¡ ²)r(t) ¡ R):
Since KS(T) = 0 and RS > r, KS(t) = 0 for all t 2 [¿1 + ¢;T] and KS(t) ¸ 0 for all
t 2 [¿1;¿1 + ¢]. Therefore the terms in KS(t) are negative. We ¯nally show that the













Noting that KS(¿1 + ¢) = 0, and using equations 5.3 and 5.5, we conclude that






(ct;t)((1 + ²)r(t) ¡ R):
Since KB(¿1) = 0 and RB > r, KB(t) = 0 for all t 2 [0;¿1] and KB(t) · 0 for all
t 2 [¿1;¿1 + ¢]. Therefore the terms in KB(t) are also negative. Q.E.D.
24C Proof of Proposition 5.2
We ¯rst prove lemma C.1 and then the proposition.
Lemma C.1 Consider three piecewise continuous functions, Â, Ã, and !, such that
























respectively. Proving the lemma is equivalent to proving that PÂ ¯rst-order stochasti-











which holds since Ã(s) ¸ Ã(t) for s 2 [0;t] and Ã(s) · Ã(t) for s 2 [t;T]. Q.E.D.
We now come to the proof of the proposition.
Proof: We ¯rst determine the parameters r, m, ¿1, ¢, and ¸, using the implicit
function theorem. Our equations are 5.4, and four equations equivalent to aT =
AT = 0, 3.5, and 3.6. We then construct the control (it;It). Finally, we show that
the control is feasible and that equations aT = AT = 0, 3.5, and 3.6 are satis¯ed.
Determination of r, m, ¿1, ¢, and ¸
We will apply the implicit function theorem to the function F de¯ned by
F(r;¸;m;¿1;¢;²) =
0
B B B B B B
B B B B B
@
R T
0 (ct ¡ yt)e¡½(t)dt
R T
0 (ct ¡ yt)dt
T + 2²




¿1 (ct ¡ yt ¡ RA¿1)e¡r(t¡¿1)dt
R ¿1+¢
¿1 (ct ¡ yt)dt
T ¡ R¢
T A¿1 ¡ (1 ¡ k)D
1
C C C C C C
C C C C C
A
: (C.1)
25at the point A = (r¤;¸¤;m¤;¿¤
1;¢¤;0). In equation C.1, R is given by R = r+m², ct








Equation F3 = 0 is 5.4. Equation F1 = 0 is analogous to the intertemporal budget
constraint in the no transaction costs case. The di®erence is that the discount rate
is ½(t) instead of rt. Equation F1 = 0 will imply the \sum" of aT = 0 and AT = 0.
Equation F2 = 0 is the market-clearing condition for the consumption good, ¯rst
derived in appendix A as equation A.1. It is modi¯ed to include the total transaction
costs that are incurred at a given time. Equation F2 = 0 will imply the \sum" of 3.5
and 3.6. Equation F4 = 0 will imply that aT = 0. It is derived from the counterpart of
equation 5.8 for the interval [¿1;¿1+¢). Finally, equation F5 = 0 will imply equation
3.5.
We ¯rst show that F = 0 at A. Assumption (LC) implies that F1 = 0 and that
the market-clearing condition 4.4 holds. Condition 4.4 implies in turn that F2 = 0,
as we showed in appendix A. The de¯nition of m¤ implies that F3 = 0. To show that
F4 = F5 = 0, we consider equation 4.1 for w¤














1 + yt ¡ ct: (C.3)
Integrating equation C.3 from ¿¤
1 to ¿¤




1, we get F4 = 0. Finally, integrating both sides of equation C.3 from ¿ ¤
1 to
¿¤
1 + ¢¤, and using equations 5.9 and 5.10, we get F5 = 0.
We now show that the Jacobian matrix of F w.r.t. r, ¸, m, ¿1, and ¢, at A is
invertible. For ² = 0, m enters only in F3, and ¿1 and ¢ enter only in F3, F4, and F5.
Moreover @F3=@m = 1 6= 0. Therefore it su±ces to show that the Jacobian matrix
of F1 and F2 w.r.t. r and ¸ is invertible, and that the Jacobian matrix of F4 and F5
w.r.t. ¿1 and ¢ is invertible. We compute the determinants of these matrices. To
simplify notation we denote @v(q;t)=@q by vq(q;t), and omit the superscript ¤ from
r, ¸, ¿1, ¢, ct, and wt.
Jacobian w.r.t. r and ¸
Using equation 5.5, we get
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¯
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Setting Â(t) = ¡vq(¸e¡rt;t)e¡rt > 0, Ã(t) = e¡rt, and !(t) = t, we conclude from
lemma C.1 that the ¯rst term of expression C.5 is positive. To show that expression
C.5 is strictly positive, it su±ces to show that
R T
0 (ct ¡ yt)e¡rttdt is strictly positive,





























Jacobian w.r.t. ¿1 and ¢










Di®erentiating equation C.2 w.r.t. ¿1, we get
dA¿1
d¿1
= rA¿1 + y¿1 ¡ c¿1: (C.7)
Combining equations C.6 and C.7, and using the fact that F4 = 0 at A, we get
@F4
@¿1
= (c¿1+¢ ¡ y¿1+¢ ¡ (c¿1 ¡ y¿1))e
¡r¢: (C.8)










¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
¯ ¯ ¯
=
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
¯ ¯ ¯
(c¿1+¢ ¡ y¿1+¢ ¡ (c¿1 ¡ y¿1))e¡r¢ (c¿1+¢ ¡ y¿1+¢ ¡ rA¿1)e¡r¢
1
T(c¿1+¢ ¡ y¿1+¢ ¡ (c¿1 ¡ y¿1)) ¡ r¢
T (rA¿1 + y¿1 ¡ c¿1) 1
T(c¿1+¢ ¡ y¿1+¢ ¡ rA¿1)




27To compute this last determinant we multiply the ¯rst row by er¢=T and subtract it
from the second. We get
r¢
T











¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
t=¿1+¢
:
Since w¿1 = w¿1+¢ and ¢ > 0, assumption (LC) implies that the derivative of wt
is strictly positive at ¿1 and strictly negative at ¿1 + ¢. Therefore expression C.9 is
strictly positive.
Construction of the Control
We de¯ne ct by equation 5.5. We also de¯ne it, It, and the continuous functions












= rat + RA¿1 + yt ¡ ct (C.11)








We show in turn that aT = AT = 0, that (it;It) is feasible, and that the market-
clearing conditions 3.5 and 3.6 are satis¯ed.
Wealth at T
Equation aT = 0 follows from the de¯nition of at and equation F4 = 0. (Equation









































28Integrating the second term and using equation C.13, we get ATe¡½(T). Alternatively,



















Using equations F1 = 0 and C.13 we ¯nally get ²ATe¡½(T). Therefore AT = 0.
Feasibility
The de¯nitions of it, It, at, and At imply equations 3.1 and 3.2. They also imply
equation 3.3, provided that It > 0 for t 2 [0;¿1) and It < 0 for t 2 [¿1 + ¢;T].
This property of It is true for ² = 0, since It = dw¤
t=dt and ¿¤
1 < ¿¤ < ¿¤
1 + ¢¤. To
prove that it is true for ² close to 0, we proceed by continuity and note that It + it
converges uniformly to dw¤
t=dt, and that jdw¤
t=dtj > ´ > 0 for t 2 [0;¿¤
1][[¿¤
1 +¢¤;T].
Coming to the short-sale constraints, At ¸ 0 since It > 0 for t 2 [0;¿1) and It < 0 for
t 2 [¿1 + ¢;T]. To show that at ¸ 0, we again proceed by continuity.
Market-Clearing
To show equation 3.5, we integrate both sides of equation C.11 from ¿ ¤
1 to ¿¤
1 +¢¤,
and use equations a¿1 = a¿1+¢ = 0 and F5 = 0. To show equation 3.6, we multiply
both sides of equation C.10 by (1+²)=T and integrate from 0 to ¿1. We also multiply
both sides of equation C.12 by (1¡²)=T and integrate from ¿1 +¢ to T. Adding up






















A¿1 = 0: (C.19)
Equation 3.6 follows from equations C.18 and C.19, and the fact that At = A¿1 for
t 2 [¿1;¿1 + ¢]. Q.E.D.
29D Proof of Proposition 5.3
We will show that @r=@²j²=0 < 0 and conclude by continuity. To compute @r=@², we
di®erentiate w.r.t. ² equations F1 = 0 and F2 = 0. Noting that for ² = 0, F1 and F2





























¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
¯ ¯ ¯










¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
: (D.1)
In appendix C we showed that the denominator in equation D.1 is strictly positive.
We will now show that the numerator is also strictly positive. As in appendix C, we
denote @v(q;t)=@q by vq(q;t), and omit the superscript ¤ from r, ¸, ¿1, ¢, ct, and wt.
We also de¯ne the function g(t) by
g(t) = (m ¡ r)t for all t 2 [0;¿1); g(t) = (m ¡ r)¿1 for all t 2 [¿1;¿1 + ¢);
g(t) = (m ¡ r)¿1 + (m + r)(t ¡ (¿1 + ¢)) for all t 2 [¿1 + ¢;T]:
Since m = r(1 + e¡r¢)(1 ¡ e¡r¢) > r, g(t) is increasing. To compute the partial
derivatives of F1 and F2 w.r.t. ², we use the de¯nition of the discount rate ½(t), i.e.
equations 5.6 and 5.7, and the fact that R = r +m². The numerator in equation D.1
is











































30Setting Â(t) = ¡vq(¸e¡rt;t)e¡rt, Ã(t) = e¡rt, and !(t) = g(t), we conclude from
lemma C.1 that the ¯rst term of expression D.3 is positive. To show that expression
D.3 is strictly positive, it su±ces to show that
R T
0 (ct¡yt)e¡rtg(t)dt is strictly positive,
since vq < 0 and w¿1 > 0. Using the de¯nition of g(t) and integrating by parts, we








¡rt(m + r)(t ¡ (¿1 + ¢))dt
= [¡(m ¡ r)min(t;¿1)wte
¡rt]
T





+[¡(m + r)(t ¡ (¿1 + ¢))wte
¡rt]
T














Since m > r, expression D.4 is strictly positive. Q.E.D.











A¿1 ¡ D = 0;
while the intuition given after the statement of the proposition uses the market-
clearing condition for the two assets. There is however a close correspondence between
the two conditions. The three e®ects that increase asset demand, increase demand for
the consumption good as well. The wealth e®ect is that agents consume more at each
age t. Therefore, it increases total consumption,
R T
0 ctdt. The substitution e®ect is
that agents consume less at the beginning of their lifetimes and more towards the end.
The increase in consumption dominates the decrease because of the interest payments
on the savings. Therefore, the substitution e®ect increases total consumption. The
direct transaction costs e®ect is that transaction costs reduce the proceeds of selling
the illiquid asset. Since transaction costs use up part of the consumption good, they
increase its demand. The wealth e®ect corresponds to the second term of expression
D.3. As expression D.4 shows, the wealth e®ect is larger the more wealth, wt, agents
accumulate over their lifetimes. This is intuitive: the more agents invest, the more
they will bene¯t from an improvement in investment opportunities. The substitution
31e®ect corresponds to the ¯rst term of expression D.3. As expression D.3 shows, the
substitution e®ect is large relative to the other e®ects if vq is large. This is intuitive:
if vq is large, consumption, v(¸e¡½(t);t), responds heavily to changes in the discount
rate, ½(t). Finally, the direct transaction costs e®ect corresponds to the third term
of expression D.3. This term is proportional to 2w¿1 since total transaction costs
incurred at a given time are
R T
0 ²jItjdt=T = 2²w¿1=T.
32E Proof of Proposition 5.4
We will show that if T is large, the limit of @R=@²j²=0 as k goes to 1 is strictly
negative, and conclude by continuity. We compute this limit in proposition E.1. As
in appendices C and D, we omit the superscript ¤ from r, ¸, ¿1, ¢, ct, and wt. We
also denote the ¿¤ of section 4 by ¿.
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1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T ¡

















Proof: Di®erentiating the identity R = r + m² for ² = 0, we get @R=@² =

















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯










¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
¯ ¯
: (E.2)
In appendix C we showed that the denominator in equation E.2 is strictly positive.
Proceeding as in appendices C and D, the numerator has the same sign as
¸
ÃR T


















We will compute the limit of expression E.3 as ¢ goes to 0. (Equations 5.9 and 5.10
imply that if k goes to 1, ¢ goes to 0.)
33For u(c;t) = (c1¡A=(1 ¡ A))e¡¯t and yt = ye¡±t, consumption, ct, and wealth, wt,
are given by equations A.4 and A.6, respectively. Equations A.4 and A.5 imply that







1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T : (E.4)





























¡btr(t ¡ (¿1 + ¢))dt:









































for the third term. As ¢ goes to 0, ¿1 goes to ¿. Moreover, equation 5.4 implies that






¡bt(mt ¡ g(t))dt = h(b): (E.6)
Using equations A.4, A.6, E.4, E.5, and E.6, we can easily compute the limit of
expression E.3 as ¢ goes to 0. Dividing the result by ¸A, we get expression E.1.
Q.E.D.
34We now prove proposition 5.4.
Proof: We ¯rst derive asymptotic expressions for r and ¿, as T goes to 1. To
determine r we use equation A.9. Setting r = ¯ ¡A^ !=T, i.e. ! = ^ !=T, we can write
this equation as
^ !
T + ¯ ¡ A ^ !
T
^ ±
T + ¯ ¡ A ^ !
T
1 ¡ e¡(^ ±+¯T¡A^ !)
1 ¡ e¡(^ !+¯T¡A^ !)
1 ¡ e¡^ !
^ !
¡






For T = 1, equation E.7 becomes
1 ¡ e¡^ !
^ !
¡






It is easy to check that the function x ! (1 ¡ e¡x)=x is strictly decreasing, and is
1, 1, and 0 when x is ¡1, 0, and 1, respectively. Therefore equation E.8 has a
unique solution ^ !(^ ±). By the implicit function theorem, equation E.7 has a solution
^ ! = ^ !(^ ±) + o(1). Since D=y 2 (0;1), ^ !(^ ±) goes to a strictly positive limit, ^ !(1), as
^ ± goes to 1. Therefore the function ^ ¿(^ ±) de¯ned by
^ ¿(^ ±) =
1




goes to 0 as ^ ± goes to 1 and, as a result, is smaller than 1 for ^ ± large enough. To
determine ¿ we write that dwt=dt, given by expression A.7, is equal to 0 for t = ¿.
Setting ^ ¿ = ¿=T, we can write the resulting equation as
1 ¡ e¡(^ ±+rT)
1 ¡ e¡(^ !+rT)
³
¡^ !e












In equation E.9, r is given by r = ¯ ¡ A^ !=T. For T = 1 and ^ ¿ < 1, equation E.9
becomes
¡^ !(^ ±)e
¡^ !(^ ±)^ ¿ + ^ ±e
¡^ ±^ ¿ = 0;
and has the solution ^ ¿(^ ±) < 1. By the implicit function theorem, equation E.9 has a
solution ^ ¿ = ^ ¿(^ ±) + o(1).
We now come to expression E.1. Since ± = ^ ±=T, ! = ^ !(^ ±)=T+o(1=T), r = ¯+o(1),
and ¿=T = ^ ¿(^ ±)+o(1), the third term, that corresponds to transaction costs, goes to
0 as T goes to 1. Moreover, since
h(! + r)(! + r)
1 ¡ e¡(!+r)T and
h(± + r)(± + r)
1 ¡ e¡(±+r)T
35go to 1, the second term, that corresponds to the wealth e®ect, goes also to 0. The
¯rst term, that corresponds to the substitution e®ect, is approximately
2(e¡^ !(^ ±)^ ¿(^ ±) ¡ e¡^ !(^ ±)) + ¯T(1 ¡ 2e¡^ !(^ ±)^ ¿(^ ±) + e¡^ !(^ ±) + e¡^ !(^ ±)^ !(^ ±)(1 ¡ 2^ ¿(^ ±)))





and has the same sign as
1 ¡ 2e
¡^ !(^ ±)^ ¿(^ ±) + e
¡^ !(^ ±) + e
¡^ !(^ ±)^ !(^ ±)(1 ¡ 2^ ¿(^ ±)): (E.10)
Expression E.10 goes to
¡1 + e
¡^ !(1) + e
¡^ !(1)^ !(1) < 0
as ^ ± goes to 1, and is thus negative for ^ ± large enough. Q.E.D.
36Notes
1For a complete description of transaction costs see Amihud and Mendelson (1991).
For evidence on the magnitude of transaction costs see Aiyagari and Gertler (1991).
2Amihud and Mendelson (1986) regress cross-sectional asset returns on bid-ask
spreads and betas. Using these results, they argue (Amihud and Mendelson (1990))
that a .5% tax would decrease prices by 13.8%. Barclay, Kandel, and Marx (1998)
study changes in bid-ask spreads associated with the use of odd-eighths quotes in
the Nasdaq, and the migration of stocks from Nasdaq to NYSE or AMEX. Using
their results, they argue that a tax would have much smaller e®ects. Umlauf (1993),
Campbell and Froot (1994), and Stulz (1994) present and discuss empirical evidence
on the e®ects of transaction taxes in Sweden and the U.K.
3Jones and Seguin (1998) examine how the abolition of ¯xed commissions on May
1975, a®ected NYSE prices.
4See, for instance, Du±e and Sun (1990), Davis and Norman (1990), Grossman
and Laroque (1990), Dumas and Luciano (1991), Fleming et al. (1992), Shreve and
Soner (1992), and Schroder (1998).
5Amihud and Mendelson assume risk-neutral agents. Aiyagari and Gertler, and
Huang assume one illiquid asset, which is riskless. Vayanos allows for many risky
illiquid assets. See also Brennan (1975), Goldsmith (1976), Levy (1978), and Mayshar
(1979,1981), for static models with ¯xed transaction costs.
6For evidence on short-sale costs see, for instance, Tuckman and Vila (1992).
7See, for instance, Kehoe (1989).
8For A = 1, u(c) = log(c).
9We can deduce R from m by R = r + m².
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40Figure Legends
There is no legend for ¯gure 1.
The legend for ¯gure 2 is:
Figure 2 plots the rates of return on the two assets as a function of the supply
of the illiquid asset, k. The solid line represents the benchmark case where there are
no transaction costs and the two assets are identical. The lines with the short and
long dashes represent the rates of return on the liquid and illiquid assets, respectively,
with transaction costs.
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